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Theoreticaland practicalaspects of conducting

three-dimensionalwake measurements inlargewind

tunnelsare reviewedwithemphasis on applications

inlow-speedaerodynamics.Such quantitativewake

surveysfurnishseparatevaluesforthe components
ofdragsuch asprofiledragand induceddragbut also
measure li_withouttheuseofabalance.Inaddition

toglobaldata,detailsofthewake flowfieldaswellas

spanwise distributionsofliftand dragare obtained.
The paper demonstratesthe valueofthismeasure-

ment technique using data from wake measure-

ments conductedby Boeingon avarietyoflow-speed

configurationsincluding the complex high-lift
system ofa transportaircraft.
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total drag coefficient
induced drag coefficient

wing section induced drag coefficient
profile drag coefficient

wing section profile drag coefficient
total lift coefficient
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Mach number

static pressure
total pressure
dynamic pressure
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tunnel cross-section area

axial velocity component
crossflow velocity components
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angle of attack
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Introduction

Qualitative wake surveys employing wake imaging
(ref. 1) have verified that most aerodynamic flows of
interest are stable. Moreover, they can be surveyed
economically in large wind tunnels using mechani-
cal traversers and pneumatic probes. Qualitative
wake surveys are conducted to visualize the flowfield,

which is a prerequisite to a better understanding of
aerodynamic performance.

Quantitative three-dimensional wake surveys are a
natural extension of wake imaging. They allow sepa-
rate measurements of profile drag, induced drag,
and lift including spanwise distributions. However,

there are significant differences in data acquisition
and processing between wake imaging and quantita-
tive wake surveys. The latter requires the use of a
pneumatic probe with multiple holes instead of a
single total pressure probe to record pressures and

velocities which can then be converted into aerody-
namic forces. Furthermore, quantitative wake
surveys require very accurate probe position
measurements since spatial derivatives of flow
velocities must be computed during data reduction.

Quantitative wake surveys are of much value to the

aerodynamic design of airplanes for the following
reasons:

a. They can be used as a diagnostic tool during airplane
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development to study the effect of configuration

changes on the components of drag.

Separate measurements of induced drag and profile
drag facilitate the prediction of flight drag based on
measurements at low Reynolds number wind tunnel

test conditions. This is because induced drag and
profile drag are associated with different flow phe-
nomena which must be scaled differently to accou _
for changing Reynolds number.

Co Separate measurements of the components of drag
are also ofvalue to the developer of CFD codes since
profile drag and induced drag are usually predicted
with different aerodynamic flow models that must be
validated separately.

This paper describesthe wake surveytechniquein

useattheBoeingAerodynamic sLaboratorywhich is

on a simple wing to investigate the relation between
induced drag and vortex drag. Weston of NASA

Langley (ref. 10) conducted quantitative wake sur-
veys behind wing half models based on the theory of
MaskeU and Betz. In his data analysis, Weston
focused on the role of vortex cores and modified the

definitions of profile drag and induced drag imple-
menting an earlier proposal of Batchelor (ref. 11).
El-Rarely and Rainbird published a number of
papers (refs.12 to 15) describing complete flowfield
measurements behind wings from which aerody-
namic forces were calculated, but they do not provide
details of their theoretical analysis.

Wakes of two-dimensional airfoils have been

routinely measured for many years with the primary
objective of getting accurate profile drag data that
cannot be obtained from balances. Wake surveys of
three-dimensional configurations have occasionally

based on the work of Maskell and Betz. The under- been conducted but are not widely accepted by:

lying theory for the measurement of induced drag
and lift had been published by Maskell (ref. 2), who
also conducted an exploratory wind tunnel test

confirming the validity of his method. The theory for
the measurement of profile drag is that of Betz

(refs. 3, 4). Briefly, model drag and lift can be written
as integrals of flow velocities and total pressure, as
is well known from basic aerodynamic principles.

However, a straightforward application of these
equations would not be practical since all three
components of velocity would have to be measured
throughout the wind tunnel test section. The basic
approach employed by Maskell and Betz was to
rewrite the drag integrals in terms of fiow variables
that vanish outside the viscous wake, thereby limit-
ing the wake measurements to a small part of the

flowfield. Maskell expressed the main contribution
to the induced drag integra! in` terms of the stream-
wise component of vorticity, whereas Betz limited

the profile drag integration to the viscous wake by
introducing an artificial streamwise velocity. This
opened the door for practical applications of quanti-
tative three-dimensional wake surveys.

The wake survey methodology in use at Boeing also
includes certain features of the work of others. Among
them are Hackett and Wu (refs. 5, 6, and 7), who
contributed to the theoretical foundation and devel-

oped a practical wake survey method with emphasis
on applications in automotive engineering.

Several other experimentalists reported quantita-

tive wake surveys. Onorato et al. (ref. 8) conducted
wake measurements behind models of automobiles,

but their drag analysis does not utilize the simplifi-
cations introduced by Maskell and Betz. Chometon
and Laurent (ref. 9) performed wake measurements

design aerodynamicists. The main reason for this is
a legitimate concern about the cost of such wake
measurements that require the measurement of a
large number of data points. This can indeed be a

time-consuming and, hence, expensive process if
methods that work so well in two-dimensional wake

surveys are applied without further refinements. In
addition, three-dimensional wake surveys were
suspected to be inaccurate since the desired drag
and lift values are the composites of a large number
of individual measurements. This paper addresses
these and other issues and reports on the progress
made since Maskell conducted the first wind tunnel

test of this kind at the Royal Aircraft Establishment

in the U.I_ some 20 years ago.

Assumptions

Aerodynamic forces are calculated from the mea-
sured wake flow data assuming:

a. Wake flow data are measured in a single plane
downstream of the model. This plane, located at
the so-called wake survey station (fig. 1), is
assumed to be perpendicular to the wind tunnel
axis. In most wind tunnels, the wake survey

station must be moved very close to the model
because of test section and hardware limitations.

b. The flow at the wake survey station is steady and
incompressible, which limits the freestream Mach
numberin the wind tunnel to about 0.5. This does
not turn out to be a serious limitationl as wfllbe
discussed later.



C° The flow in the empty wind tunnel is a uniform
freestream parallel to the tunnel axis. Any devia-
tions from this ideal wind tunnel, as well as
instrumentation misalignments, are assumed to
be accounted for by measurements at the wake

survey station with the model and its support
apparatus removed.

d° The effective ceiling, floor, and side walls of the

empty wind tunnel, defined as the geometric
walls modified by the displacement thickness of

the wall boundary layers developing in the empty
tunnel, are such that the tunnel freestream

velocity is everywhere tangent to these surfaces.
Note that the presence of a model, particularly a
model that is large compared to the test section

size, will disturb this displacement surface. Also
notice that this choice neglects the possible effect
of an axial pressure gradient in the empty tunnel
(buoyancy).

e. WlSCOUSshear stresses at the wake survey station
are neglected.

f. As written,the equations do not account for

blowingorsuctionthrough themodel surfacebut
couldeasilybe modified.
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Figure 1. Control Volume for Derivation of Wake
Equations

Comoonents ofDrp_

With these assumptions, an application of the

momentum integral theorem, employing the control
volume shown in figure 1, provides the following
equation for model drag

D= ff(pt.o-Pt)ds+Pff(V2+W2)ds

wake S

P 2 (1)
+-__f (V -g2lds

s

in which the symbol Pt denotes total pressure and V, W
are the components of the crossfiow velocity in the

measuring plane perpendicular to the tunnel axis
(fig. 2). U and p denote the velocity in the direction
of the tunnel axis and density, respectively. Undis-
turbed freestream values are indicated by the
subscript _.

i i !
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Figure 2. Crossflow Notation

Here, the first term is an integral of the total
pressure deficit that is sometimes used as a measure

for profile drag even though it is not the only contri-

bution to this type of drag. As indicated, this integral
is limited to the viscous wake since the total pressure
deficit is zero outside this region of the flow. The

second term, representing the kinetic energy of the
crossflow, is called vortex drag whereas the third
term containing axial velocities does not have any
particular name in traditional nomenclature. We
will see below that this third term contains contribu-

tions to both profile drag and induced drag.

It should be emphasized that equation 1 is valid for
configurations in locally compressible flow since the
assumption of incompressible flow has only been
applied to simplify the velocity and pressure terms
at the wake survey station and far ahead of the
model.

Equation 1 is not well suited for use in a practical
wake measurement technique since only the first
integral is limited to the viscous part of the wake. An
evaluation of the other two terms would require the
measurement of all three velocity components
throughout the tunnel cross-section area S.

In order to obtain an equation for profile drag that is
suitable for practical wake measurements, Betz

(ref. 4) introduced an artificial axial velocity, U °,
defined by the equation

U *2=U2+2(pt -pt)
(2)



Notice that U" is the same as the true axial velocity
U outside the viscous wake, where the total pressure

is Pt." If one also introduces a perturbation velocity,

defined by u'= U*-U, drag can be written as the

sum of profile drag Dp and induced drag Di

D = Dp + Di (3)

with

op=  Itp, (4)
wake

Di- P--2 _ (v2 +W2-u'2)ds (5)

wake

The measurement of profde drag can now be
conducted economically by measuring total pressure
deficit and axial velocity in the viscous wake only.

Motivated by the need to also limit the measurement
of induced drag to the viscous part of the wake,
MaskeU (ref. 2) interpreted the axial velocity pertur-
bation term in equation 5 as a blockage correction in
which blockagevelocityiscalculatedfrom

'IIu b = -_ (U* - U)ds (6)

wake

This blockage correction can easily be implemented
by replacing the tunnel freestream velocity in the
profile drag equation by an effective freestream

velocity, u e = V._ + ub.

The elimination of the u'-term from the induced drag
equation is the most questionable aspect of Maskelrs
theory since the distinction between vortex drag and
induced drag disappears. In principle, the u'-term

shouldremain part of induced drag even though it is
probably small compared to vortex drag in many
applications (ref. 16).

According to Maskell, the remainder of the induced
drag equation can be approximated by

Di=-_

wake S

where the symbol { represents the component of
wake vorticity in the direction of the tunnel axis,
referred to below as axial component ofvortieity, er is

the crossflow divergence or source. They are calcu-
lated from the measured crossflow velocities V, W

using the definitions

OW 0V
¢ = (8)

Oy Oz

Ov a-w du
a= _- +%--=-_- (9)

The symbol _F is the stream function obtained from
a solution of

d2_v j2_u .

(1o)

It describes a flowfield that is induced by the axial
component ofvorticity. Equation 10 must satisfy the
boundary condition _,= 0 at the tunnel walls so that
they become a streamline of this two-dimensional
flowtield. :

The symbol e denotes a velocity potential calculated
from

O2_ j2¢

•_- +---_---= o" (11)

and the following boundary condition of no flow
through the tunnel walls

0_

On

Notice that the first integral in equation 7 is limited
to the viscous wake since vorticity vanishes outside.
The second term would still require meastirements
throughout the test section area but wake measure-
ments behind models of airplane configurations have

shown that the source ¢r is negligibly small outside
the viscous wake. Hence, induced drag can be

approximated by

Di --p 5_(_-_)_

wake

(12)

Lift

The momentum integral theorem together with the
control volume of figure 1 yields the following equa-
tion for lift

<13 
S4 S3 S

where the first two terms represent the difference in
static pressure between tunnel floor and Ceiling.

This integration is performed along upper and lower
surfaces of the control volume, denoted respectively
by $3 and $4. The third re, arises from the
downwash behind the model. The equation for lift
can be cast into the following form (refs. 2, 16)

L=pU._ ffy¢, +pff(U -U)Wd (14)
wake S



in which the firstintegralisexpressedin terms of

axialvorticitythat vanishes outsidethe viscous

wake and,hence,onlyrequiresmeasurements inthe

wake. In most casesthe secondintegralisexpected

tobe small so thatliftcan be approximated by

ff
L ,_pU_ [[y_da

wake

InstrvmeDt_tion

(15)

Five-Hole Probe

Most three-dimensionalwake surveysconductedby

Boeing employ pneumatic probes with multiple
orificesmounted on mechanicaltraversers.Allwake

survey testsdescribedin thispaper used a single

five-holeconicalprobe0.25inchesindiameter(fig.3)

ina fixedpositionor nonnuUing mode forfastdata

acquisition.Rakes ofpneumatic probeshave been

consideredinordertoshortendataacquisitiontime
but were discarded to avoid the increaseddata

handling complexityassociatedwith theiruse and

possiblemutual probe interference.Pneumatic

probeshave the followingadvantagesfortestingin

largelow-speedwind tunnels:

a° They can accurately and simultaneously

measure allthree components ofwake velocity

and totalpressure.

b. They provide time averages of data, thereby
limiting the data volume and data processing
time.

c. They are rugged and not easily contaminated by
dirt in the tunnel circuit.

I@
Front View

40 deg j.-- 0.25 in E_

Side View

Figure 3. Five-Hole Probe Geometry

These features are not shared by most data acquisi-
tion systems developed for experiments in small
research facilities. However, the probes and the
mechanical traversers on which they are mounted
are intrusive and will disturb the flow to some

degree. Under certain conditions, intrusive probes
are known to cause meandering of the vortex in
which they are inserted and make the vortex core
appear larger than its true size (ref. 17). Perhaps an

even greater concern in using such measuring

systemsistheflowdisturbancedue tothetraverser,

which can causesignificantperturbationsofmodel

firand drag.These potentialproblems representa

great challengeto the experimentalistwho must

achieveaworkablecompromise between therigidity

ofthe measuring system and itsintrusiveness.

Probe Calibration

Probes are calibratedby placingthem at selected

pitchand yaw anglesin a flowofknown totaland

staticpressures(ref.18).Thisprovidescalibration
curvesforthedeviationbetween trueand indicated

valuesoftotalpressuremeasured by the centerhole

of the five-holeprobe as a functionof flow angle,

probe design,and Reynolds number based on probe

size. Furthermore, this procedure relates flow angles
and velocity components to pressures measured by
the orifices on the side faces of a multiple hole probe,

and also furnishes static pressure.

Mechanical Traverser

Most wake survey tests conducted by Boeing utilize
vertical traversing struts that are a permanent part
of the wind tunnel test section equipment. Some-
times an additional mechanical traverser is mounted

on this strut to move the probe in a lateral direction
while the strut traverses the vertical direction.

Employing the wind tunnel strut usually simplifies
the test setup, but requires compensation for the
mechanical backlash of the strut.

All wake measurements discussed in this paper used
traversers that move the probe parallel to the tunnel
side walls, providing data points arranged in a
Cartesian grid. Work is in progress on improved
traversers that move the probe along circular arcs
while the wind tunnel strut, on which the traverser

is mounted, is temporarily at rest (fig. 4). These
second generation traversers are less intrusive and
are computer controlled, which simplifies data
acquisition. However, the task of aligning the probe
with the wind tunnel axis during the entire wake
survey becomes very difficult. A probe that is not

aligned well with the tunnel axis will measure
crossflow velocities and a corresponding apparent
wake vorticity that are partially due to probe mis-
alignment. One can account for this probe
misalignment by mapping the flow in the empty
tunnel at the same location where wake surveys are
normally conducted. The measured empty tunnel
crossflow velocities are then used to compute a
correction to the final drag and lift data. Notice,
however, that empty tunnel surveys need not be
conducted to determine the flow qualities of a tunnel



thatare known from earliercalibrationtests.

Figure 4. Mechanical Traverser in Empty University
of Washington Wind Tunnel

In the usual procedure, the five-hole probe measures

total pressuredeficit and all three components of
wake velocity at a large number of points, normally
in excess of 10,000. Handling this data volume in a

timely fashion is the most difficult aspect of the data
reduction procedure. Basically, the procedure
consists of two steps: A review of the data for
erroneous and duplicate data sets, and the calcula-
tion of lift and drag from the final data set.

The calculation of profile drag using equation 4 is
straightforward and only requires integration. The
calculation of induced drag and liR using equations
12 and 15 is more difficult since vorticity and source
strength must be computed as intermediate results.

These calculations require numerical differentia-
tion of measured crossflow velocity components,

V and W, w_ch_ can easily lead to erroneous values
of induced drag and liftifnot done properly. Numeri-
cal experimentation with various schemes showed
that accurate vorticity and source data could be
calculated by fitting cubic splines to the measured
crossflow velocities.

In order to obtain the stream function p and the

velocity potential _ from equations 10 and 11, the
computational domain is extended with uniform
grid spacing from the wake survey region to the
walls of the wind tunnel. Where necessary, fillets
in the comers of the test section are neglected.
Values of axial vorticity and source strength are
prescribed throughout the computational domain,

which are in generalnonzero in the wake survey

regionand zerooutside.A fastPoissonsolverofthe

FISHPAK library(ref.19) provides solutionsfor

and _. Since the totalnumber of grid points

necessary for the calculationfrequentlyexceeds

200,000,the use ofa supercomputer isrequiredfor

thisphase ofthe datareduction.Software forthis

purposehas been developedatBoeing.

Standard correction methods (ref. 20) are applied to
lift and drag obtained from w_ke surveys to account
for the effects of wind tunnel walls. The effect of

model support struts is accounted for by including
part of the model support wake during wake surveys.
Most supportstrutsshed very littleaxialvorticity

sincetheyaredesignedtominimize thedistur_bance

of thefirculat_o_p_around the model. Hence,_their
presenceisprimarilyvisibleinthe spanwise distri-

butionofprofiledragand notinthe spanwise dataof
induceddragorlift.Assuming a spanwise variation

ofprofiledragthatmight existinthe absenceofthe

strut,profiledragcan then be corrected.

Since wake surveysare time-consuming and some

low-speedwind tunnelsarenotequippedwith aheat

exchangertocontroltemperature,profiledrag must

sometimes be correctedforthe effectoftemperature
increaseswithtime.

Woke Survey Test Results

Three testsare described,ranging in complexity

from measurements behinda simplewing toawing-

body-nacellecombinationinhigh-liftconfiguration.

They illustratethepracticalaspectsofquantitative

wake measurements such as model installation,

data acquisition,test procedure, and provide

examples of the type and quality of data obtained
from wake surveys. Each of these tests has unique
features dictated by different test objectives, type
and availability of model and wind tunnel, and
testingbudget. All testsused basicallythe same

data acquisition system and data reduction

procedurebut differenthardware.

Hi,h-LiftTestofTransportAircraft

A large half model of a twin engine transport was
tested at Mach 0.22 and 1.4 million chord Reynolds
number in the Boeing Transonic Wind Tunnel
(fig. 5). The tunnel features an 8- by 12-ft test section:
with slotted walls. The wing was in high-lift configu-::
ration with take-off flaps deployed. The model had
a half-span of 52 inches and was installed vertically
above a horizontal splitter plate. Two different

engine simulations were employed including a
flowthrough nacelle and a turbo-powered simulator



(TPS). The purpose of this experimen[ was to
determine the feasibility of making quantitative
wake surveys using models of realistic high-lift
configurations.

Figure 5. High-Lift Half-Model in Boeing Transonic
Wind Tunnel

Wake surveys were conducted in a plane two mean
aerodynamic chord lengths (24 inches) downstream
of the inboard wing trailing edge, which was as far
downstream as test section and data acquisition
hardware permitted. The boundaries of the wake
survey region (fig. 6) were chosen to capture wing
and nacelle wakes but did not include the wake

behind the fuselage.
i

Test section

Wake survey region

\

Figure 6.

Splitter plate /
f

Example of Wake Survey Region

Wake surveys are time-consuming since a large
number of data points must be taken to adequately
describe the wake. In this case measurements had

to be performed at about 15,000 wake points, In
order to complete a wake survey within a reasonable
time of about 2 hours, data were recorded while the

probe traversed at a fixed speed. Preliminary inves-
tigations in which the traversing speed was varied
showed that this mode of testing produced accurate
data up to a probe speed of 1 inch per second.

Measured velocities of the crossflow perpendicular
to the tunnel axis were converted into axial vorticity

as described above. Such vorticity data together
with the measured total pressure deficit provides
much insight into the structure of wing wakes.
Figures 7 and 8 show contour plots of these data for
the model with two different engine representations.
Wind tunnel test conditions and model geometry are
the same for both sets of data. The wake flows are

shown in airplane view with the wing tip vortex of
the right wing on the right side of the plots. The
nacelle region is visible on the left side of each plot.
Inboard total pressure and vorticity contours are
quite different for the two nacelle configurations
with the TPS data indicating the extent of the
powered jet. However, the outboard contours,
including the tip vortex and the powerful vortex to
the left of the tip vortex, shed from the outer edge of
the trailing edge flap, are almost identical for the
two wakes.
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Figure 7. Wake Flow Data of Transport High-Lift
Model With Flowthrough Nacelles

Wake flow data provide important qualitative infor-

mation during airplane design but are also useful for
the validation of CFD codes. An example of the
latter is given in figure 9 where the total pressure
contours of figure 7 are compared with wake
rollup predictions obtained from A502/PANAIR
(ref. 21) for this high-lift airplane configuration with
flowthrough nacelle.
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Figure 8. Wake Flow Data of Transport High-Lift
Model With Turbo-Powered Simulator (TPS)
Powered Nacelles
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Figure 9. ASO2/ PANAJR Prediction of Wake Shape of
Transport High-Lift Configuration

Spanwise distributions of profile drag and induced
drag derived from the wake data of figures 7 and 8
and the corresponding axial velocity data are plotted
in figure 10. Spanwise induced drag is defined here
as the integral of the integrand of equation 12 in the
direction normal to the wing surface, which is

different from the usual definition of spanwise
induced drag defined as the product of wing section

lift; and induced angle of attack. As seen in the _, the
major contribution to induced drag arises from the
strong tip and flap edge vortices. Profile drag of the
model _th TPS nacelle includes a large region of

-ne-gative values_presenting-t_ t h__ _l_S

jet. The two configurations have almost identical
_distributions of induced drag and profile _dlZagfor the
outer half of the wing, except that wing and flap
vortices from the TPS configuration are shifted

slightly outboard, possibly being displaced by the
TPSjet. Such good agreement of the outboard data

taken at the same angle of attack and behind the
same wing geometry demonstrates the excellent
repeatability of these measurements. It should be
emphasized that the spanwise distributions of drag
shown in figure.!0 are somewhat distorted because
of wake deformations be_tweeen_ng tra_i_ng_eclge

and wake survey station._Thus , any comparison of
spanwise drag or lift data with data from other
sources should be interpreted wi'th caution. HOW-
ever, spanwise wak e dat a frequently reveal the
origin of major contributions to drag and lift and are

therefore of much value in aerodynamic design.

The vorticity data in the wake of the TPS-powered
model were used to calculatewing spanload as
describedin reference22. The resultisshown in

figure11 togetherwith inviscidtheoreticalpredic-
tionsoftheAS02/PANAIR code. These theoretical

datarepresentaspanwiseliftdistribution,scaledby

thelocalwing chord andnondimensionalizedby the
sum ofallliftand sideforcesin the outboard wing

and nacelleregion.Good agreement isdemonstrated

outboardofthenacelle.The largedifferencesinthe

nacelleregionaremainly due tosideforces,which,in

the wake survey data, couldnot be distinguished
from lift.

Simol¢ Wine St-udv

The main objectiveof thistestwas to learn more

about the accuracyand measurement repeatability

ofquantitativewake surveys(ref.23).finthis test,
the wake was mapped behinda simplerectangular

wing model that had a span of 6 feetand an

untwisted NACA0016 airfoil secti__on. The testWas
conducted at the University of Washington
Aeronautical Laboratory in an 8- by 12-ft low-speed

H
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Figure 10. Spanwise Drag Data From Wake Surveys
Behind Transport High-Lift Configuration

wind tunnel. All measurements were taken at 0.18

Mach number and 1.27 million chord Reynolds

number. The model was installed horizontally at the

center of the test section. It was supported by a
floor-mounted strut that in turn was mounted on

an external balance located below the wind tunnel

(fig.12).

Wake surveys were conducted one chord length

behind the wing trailing edge and at several angles

of attack below stall. A very important purpose of

this and other wake tests had been to verify that the

CLRE F CREF
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Figure 11.

0
0

Wake survey test--TPS nacelle

&_/ PANAIR

predictions

Nacelle region

Engine nacelle
center line
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2yfo

Spanwise Wing Loads of Transport High-
Lift Model From Wake Survey and A502
PANAIR Code Prediction

planned quantitative wake survey would indeed

capture the wake. This was done by applying the

wake imaging technique (ref. 1), which displays total

pressure contours measured by the center hole of the

five-hole probe. Since viscous wakes can be seen as

regions of total pressure loss, the regions in which

wakes have to be surveyed can easily be identified.

(a) Front View of Model in Test Section

i

y 8X12 _t test section _11 _

/
wing, aspect

\ II,F=n°°/
(b) Side View of Model and Probe Traverser

F e-hole probe

ProbeMo_:teI _ traverser

Figure 12.

Tunnel floor

Simple Wing Model in the University of
Washington Low-Speed Wind Tunnel

9



Lift curve and drag polar obtained from wake
surveys are compared in figure 13 with correspond-
ing balance data measured during this test. Wake
and balance data were recorded at the same test

conditions defined by the quoted angles of attack,
Mach number and Reynolds number. ARer the test,
both types of data were corrected for wind tunnel

wall effects in exactly the same way. The figure also
shows the variation of profile drag with lift
measured during wake surveys. Excellent
agreement of wake and balance data is shown in
these figures, providing proof of the high measure-
ment accuracy that can be achieved in quantitative
wake surveys.

1.2'

0.8 ¸

C L
0.4

0

- 0.4 --- I I
--4 0 4

Wake su_ "_

Ba, = nce ijM =o.18

J Rec = 1.27 milhon

0 I I I

8 12 16 20

a ~ deg

1.2. Wake survey
profile drag

0.8

C L

0.4

0

-O.4
0

Figure 13.

12 deg

\ 2 lO
,_ 8 deg

,_' _ -- Wake survey
" _ totaldrag

, " a' ncl; '
0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06

CD

Lift and Drag of Simple Wing From Wake
Surveys and Balance

scatter is slightly higher than the scatter in the other
data. For comparison, figure 14 also contains a table

with repeat balance data at the same wind tunnel
test conditions.

(a) Wake survey data for a = 8.22 deg

CDp I COlsurly _1 C L C D
Wake

1 0.5668 0.0323
2 0.5653 0.0319
3 0.5651 0.0321

(b) Balance data for c¢= 8.22 deg

0.0155 i 0.01680.0148 0.0171

0.0150 I 0.0171

sa_ I CL CD

I _, 0.5738 0.0319
2 i 0.5722 0.0318

3 1 0.5722 0.0319

4 t 0.5709 0.0319

Figure 14. Wake and Balance Measurement
Repeatability

During th_s Wind tunnel experiment, vortex
generators' were mounted On the model in order to

determine the accuracy of wake surveys in measur-
ing draglncrements due to configuration changes.
Measured total wake drag increments were found to
be within one drag count of balance drag increments.
Note that this difference is the same as the scatter in

the balance drag data (fig. 14). These results not only

demonstrated excellent accuracy in measuring wake
drag increments, but also provided the increments of
profile drag and induced drag associated with the
addition of vortex generators.

ARbodv Dra_ Tests

Wake surveys were conducted with various fuselage

models of transport airplanes in order to improve our
understanding of aftbody flowfields and the drag
associated with them. Contrary to most military
transports, civil transports feature moderate aftbody

upsweep with a correspondingly smaller contribu-

tion to drag. The vortices shed from such aftbodies
are relatively weak, but their asso_cia_d drag must
nevertheless be understood when seeking opportu,

nities for airplane drag reduction.

For practical applications, the ability of a wake .....::zz _:_ .... : :'_-_ _ _ :: .... _ _
survey technique to repeat the measurements with ARbody_drag experiments were: carried out in the

very little data scatter is as important as a good Boeing Research Wind Tunnel in Seattle at 0.18
absolute measurement accuracy. Figure 14 contains Mach number and 1.18 million Reynolds number per
tabulated data for lift and drag components foot. In all tests, the fuselage was supported by wing
measured in three different wake surveys at the stubs extending through the tunnel side walls that

same angle of attack and at the same wake location, are 5 feet apart (fig. 15). Notice that in this test setup
These are true repeat runs conducted several days wing lift distribution and, hence, wing induced

apart. All wake data repeated very well, particularly downwash at the location of the tail were not realis-
lift, total drag, and induced drag. Profile drag tically simulated. The wing tips, in turn, were
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mounted on an externalbalance,situatedbelow the

testsection.This allowed a comparison of wake

surveydragmeasurements with balancedrag.

Wake measurements ofupsweep dragofthe737 are

compared infigure17 with balancedata.Thiskind

ofdragisdefinedasthe differenceindrag between

symmetric and upswept aftbodiesatthe same test

condition.As seen,wake drag iswellwithin the

uncertainty band of the force measurements

providingfurtherdemonstrationfortheaccuracyof
three-dimensionalwake measurements.

Figure 15. Aftbody Drag Test in Boeing Research
Wind Tunnel

Parametricstudiesinvestigatingtheeffectofaftbody

length and upsweep angle on 7-7 fuselagedrag
provided quantitativedata for vortex drag and

profiledrag as functionsofangleofattack(ref.24).

As shown intheexample offigure16,vortexdragof

upswept and symmetric aftbodiesofciviltransports

can be measured in wake surveys with very little

data scattereven though aftbody vortex drag is

indeedverysmall.

o.o10

Vortex

o,
". 0.009,

Profile
drag

0.008 -

I
-2

Figure 16.

M=0.18 Reff =1.18xi0 6

0

7.2 deg

F Upswept .-_
aftbody

_metric _ b.

aftbody
C.

I .... I I
2 4 6

a ~ deg

Drag Components of Symmetric and
Upswept Aftbody Configurations

3O

ACD x104 [
20

_. ,

737-300 Af_body
M=0.18 Reft =1.18x106

Force data

Uncertaintyof force data

_--_ Wake survey

a ~ deg
-10 -

Figure I7. Upsweep Drag From Balance and Wake
Surveys

Conclusions

The paper describes the wake survey methodology

developed at Boeing for the purpose of measuring the
components of drag of low-speed, high-lift configura-
tions. Important elements of this technique includ-
ing mechanical probe traverser and pneumatic probe
design, refinement of the underlying theory, and
data reduction procedures are still under develop-
ment at the present time. However, the technique
has already been successfully apphed in several
wind tunnel tests as shown in this paper. The
following valuable features of this measuring
technique should be noted:

a. They provide separate measurements of induced
drag, profile drag, and lift.

do

Measurement accuracy and data repeatability
are comparable to balance measurements even

though lift and drag data are the composites of a
large number of individual measurements.

Small increments in individual components of
drag due to minor configuration changes can be
measured accurately.

Spanwise distributions of lift can be obtained.
This is of value in high-lift aerodynamics since
the small flap sizes of most high-lift models make
it extremely difficult to measure spanlift data

using surface pressure taps. However, all

11
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f.

spanwise wing data measured in wake surveys 7.

shouldbeinterpretedwith cautionsincetheyare

usuallydistortedtosome degreeby wake roUup

and,hence, are influencedby practicallimita-

tionson the locationofthe plane in which the 8.

surveyisconducted.

Wake surveys provide spanwise distributions of

profile drag and induced drag, which are ofvalue
in diagnosing the effects of local changes to the
configuration geometry.

During each wake survey a large number of

velocityand pressure data are recordedwhich
can serveas validationdata forCFD codes in

additiontoprovidingliftand drag data.
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